
Dictation Exercises 38b 
 

����ان د� را ��ا� ���$# "! م   � �!% &�()�� �' ا
����ان در  .�1ان�ن �' زم.-  (�ر ,�دش ��د� ��دن���

او .: ل �1ان�ن ��دن� 8' %!� از دور دود 6"45 را دی�
اA@?' . از < � ,�د (  ش� و ش�وع �8د �' ;�ی د �8دن 

����ان را "�� ن����دش ه& �B. ای- 8 ر %!� , ،
����ان را از ی�F Gف �' �Fف دی$� ���د و � ��.��"

�ب ن!4 �.���،. م.�وان�, IJو K.ان، 8' ه������  '�
%!� ه!.�L' ای- .�8دن�  �Fف در� ش�وع �' دوی�ن

.ا"� ق را دی�، ,�دش ه& �' �Fف در� دوی�  
 

����ان ی4L ی4L از NA در� ( ی.- ا;? دن���. ���O? ن'، 
� ه� 8 ر� 8' �8دن�، �B %!� و ,�د %!  

����ان را از NA در� ����دان������P از . ن!4 "�ان)?�� 
���� �' در� ا;? د، %!� نI(5 و ��ی' ��ای�L' ا,�ی- 

�ا�I ,@� ای- ا"� ق را �' م�دم د� و (�ر . �8د O.!او ن
�دش ��� ن�,   .  

 
 

A boy named Samad and (with) his dog had taken all the village sheep 
to his father’s land to graze. The sheep were grazing when Samad saw 
smoke from afar. He stood up from his place and started to yell. Of course, 
this action of Samad scared the sheep. The dog, itself, was scared too and 
was making the sheep run this way and that way. Sheep, which never see 



well, started running toward the valley. When Samad saw what was 
happening, he himself ran toward the valley. 

Unfortunately, one by one, the sheep fell off the cliff. Whatever 
Samad’s dog and Samad himself did, they were not able to return the sheep 
from the edge of the cliff. After the last sheep had fallen into the valley, 
Samad sat and cried. He did not want to report this event to the people of the 
village and his own father. 
 


